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Abstract—There is growing interest in creating learning analyt-
ics feedback interfaces that support students directly. While dash-
boards and other visualizations are proliferating, the evidence is
that many fail to provide meaningful insights that help students
reflect productively. The contribution of this paper is qualitative
and quantitative evidence from two studies evaluating a multi-
modal teamwork analytics tool in authentic clinical teamwork
simulations. Collocated activity data is rendered to help nursing
students reflect on errors and stress–related incidents during
simulations. The user interface explicitly guides student reflection
using data storytelling principles, tuned to the intended learning
outcomes. The results demonstrate the potential of interfaces
that “tell one data story at a time”, by helping students to
identify misconceptions and errors, think about strategies they
might use to address errors, and reflect on their arousal levels.
The results also illuminate broader issues around automated
formative assessment, and the intelligibility and accountability
of learning analytics.

Index Terms—Collocated spaces, feedback, guidance, multi-
modal learning analytics, reflection, visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE provision of high–quality actionable feedback can
have a strong positive effect on student reflection, perfor-

mance, and achievement [1]. High–quality feedback has been
defined as any piece of information that can help students
take actions to reduce the discrepancy between teacher’s ped-
agogical intentions, student’s learning goals, and their actual
performance [2]. What teachers commonly do when provid-
ing feedback to students is communicate insights obtained
from formative or summative assessments (e.g., students’
assignments or exams). Yet, delivering actionable feedback
to students is challenging, especially in large classes [3] or
in physical classrooms in which it is difficult to follow the
progress of all the students at the same time [4].
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There is a growing interest in creating Learning Analyt-
ics (LA) student–facing interfaces that can directly support
students by delivering automated or semiautomated feedback.
Typically, these take the form of dashboards, visualizations, or
reports in which digital traces and analytics outputs are aggre-
gated and presented [5]. However, recent literature reviews and
empirical studies report that most student–facing LA interfaces
have serious limitations, such as showing visualizations that
are difficult to understand by nondata experts [6], lack of effec-
tiveness in communicating insights [7], absence of meaningful
information [8], and failing to make educationally meaningful
impact [9],[10].

In order to improve the level of support for interpreting
student–facing LA interfaces, this paper investigates how
the application of a data storytelling (DS) approach can be
useful in guiding students’ reflection. We investigate how the
learning design of a course can be leveraged to build interfaces
that help students reconstruct stories about their behavior, that
make sense in the context of the academic’s learning intentions
at a time. DS is a process of translating data analysis outputs
into terms that can be understood by people without formal
data science training, to influence a subsequent decision or
action [11]. The implementation of DS in LA aims to guide
students’ reflection on evidence by reducing the complexity
of data representations in order to reduce the chances of
erroneous interpretation [12].

Our contribution is to present two empirical, qualitative
studies that investigate the potential of guiding students’ reflec-
tion on their activity data through learner data stories. More
specifically, we investigate: i) if, and to what extent, students
consider that data stories add some value to their reflections;
ii) the envisaged potential uses of the design prototypes; iii)
the perceived impact on students’ accountability; and iv) the
implications of revealing to students the algorithms used to
generate the data stories. A total of 39 undergraduate nursing
students, participated in two authentic simulation–based team-
work activities, in which students had to provide care to a
simulated patient manikin (see Fig. 1, left). Two DS prototypes
(visualizations enhanced with visual and narrative elements,
e.g., Fig. 1, right) were provided for students to reflect
upon insights semiautomatically identified from multimodal
data captured during the team activity: logged actions and
physiological data sources. The results show the potential of
LA interfaces that tell one story at a time to guide and prompt
student reflection, while also highlight challenges in terms of
automated assessment and student accountability.
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II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Three research areas are relevant to the studies presented in
this paper: i) foundations of guidance in visualization and DS;
ii) empirical work in LA aimed at guiding students’ data inter-
pretation; iii) and the particular challenges of communicating
insights from multimodal data.

A. Guidance and Data Storytelling

Students can generally be considered nondata experts (users
who bring little or no data analysis expertise [13]). Empirical
research has shown that even Science, Technology, Engi-
neering, Arts and Mathematics (STEM) university students
commonly face difficulties to interpret and understand charts
[14]. Moreover, students can also be considered as casual users
of LA systems [15] since firstly, LA tools commonly are a
novel form of tools for most students, and secondly, LA tools
will typically be used sporadically to reflect on work [16].

Research in information visualization (InfoVis) argues that
guidance should be provided to support casual users, or those
users with low analysis expertise, to interpret data visualiza-
tions [17]. Guidance can be defined as a computer–assisted
processes aimed at narrowing the gap of data interpretation
and exploration encountered by end users [18]. Schultz et al.
[17] described different ways in which this concept can be
materialized, such as by enhancing charts using visual cues,
allowing users to select from various visualization techniques,
and guiding users through prescriptive data exploration work-
flows or via DS.

DS is a suite of information design and “compression”
techniques to help an audience effectively understand what is
important in a visualization [11], communicating key messages
clearly and effectively through the combination of data, visuals
and narratives [19]. Ryan [11] and Knaflic [20] distilled the
following DS principles:

DS1. DS is goal oriented. A data story should have a very
specific goal which enables the identification of the data that
should be visually emphasized. DS2. A data story should
rely on a suitable chart type. Some charts work better for
certain purposes. DS3. A data story should be stripped down
first. Decluttering is a critical step to reduce the complexity
of the visual representation. This involves removing headers,
borders, grids and data points that are not central to the story.
DS4. A data story should guide attention. Only data points
that are critical to communicate a story should be emphasized
using visual or narrative elements. This can be achieved by
1) adding enhancements such as arrows, lines, symbols, or
enclosures; 2) changing color, contrast or thickness; and 3)
annotating salient data features and adding headline titles that
summarize the message of the story. These DS principles will
be illustrated through the prototypes in Section IV, below.

B. Visualization in Learning Analytics

A core part of LA research has explored the opportunities
and challenges of data visualizations and dashboards for edu-
cational purposes. In a recent review, Jivet et al. [21] reported
that most dashboards lack mechanisms to support students to

understand how data visualizations could help them achieve
specific learning goals, emphasizing the need for designing LA
dashboards aligned with the instructional design. In a similar
way, Bodily et al. [22] found that only 17% (16 out of 93) of
the systems reviewed included elements to help students know
what to do based on the data shown to them. Likewise, Matcha
et al. [9] argued that there exist some weaknesses in most of
the current LA dashboards in helping students interpret the
data and in communicating meaningful insights. In addition,
Corrin [6] reported, through a qualitative study, that students
found it hard to translate the “feedback” received from a
dashboard into strategies that could impact their performance.
That paper suggested that guidance is needed to give meaning
to the data, and that teachers should have a key role in its
configuration.

Various attempts have been made to provide such guidance.
For example, visualizations have been enhanced with text
narratives to further explain the meaning of datapoints [23]
(for students); or by highlighting critical pieces of information
such as scores [24] (intended for students) or patterns found
in discourse data [25] (for students). These visualization
enhancements are related to the concept of DS.

DS has only started to be recognized in LA. For instance,
Chen et al. [26] proposed an approach for highlighting and
annotating video elements and slideshows to present visual
data for teachers to understand students’ progress. Echeverria
et al. [27] showed how visualizations enhanced with DS
elements can drive the focus of attention of teachers and
lead to deeper reflections on students’ data. The same authors
proposed that the teacher’s instructional design should drive
the visualization design [12], but to date have only reported
lab–based trials with teachers in experimental settings. In sum,
several authors have identified challenges in guiding students
to interpret LA interfaces meaningfully. Our work builds on
initial attempts to apply DS principles to guide interpretation
of LA visualizations ([4], [12], [26], [27]). We build on the
conceptual model proposed by Martinez–Maldonado et al.
[28], who segmented the multimodal user interface into layers
of information. While this and the previous works discussed
above examined teachers engagement with the design, it is
also critical to understand how students can benefit directly
from multimodal data ([12], [27], [28]). We address this gap
by reporting empirical findings from two authentic qualitative
studies with nursing students using two high–fidelity pro-
totypes, presenting multimodal learning stories for them to
reflect on their errors and physiological arousal during medical
ward simulations.

C. Multimodal Learning Analytic Interfaces

Data collection in physical learning spaces (such as class-
rooms and laboratories) is becoming feasible due to advance-
ments in sensing and computer vision technologies. Evidence
about different modalities of students’ interaction (e.g., pos-
ture, positioning, and speech), and features that are commonly
less visible (e.g., electrodermal activity and pulse) can be
digitally captured via a combination of sensors, interactive
devices, and observations. This is enabling the creation of
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Fig. 1. Left: teamwork activity traces captured via a combination of sensor signals, system and human logs. Right: partial view of a storytelling prototype
enhanced with (A) annotations, (B) highlighted data points, (C) colored regions, and (D) the rules triggering the feedback annotations.

new ways to study learning in physical contexts such as
comprehending how collocated group behaviors connect to
learning outcomes [29] or finding patterns that can be used
to personalize instruction [30]. Multimodal learning analytics
(MMLA) is an emerging subarea within LA focused on
supporting learning beyond the clickstreams and keystrokes
of conventional personal computing. However, analyzing mul-
tiple data streams brings further challenges related to data
integration, interpretation, and visualization [29]. MMLA tools
can very easily generate complex interfaces, which explains, in
part, the dearth of MMLA user interfaces suitable for teachers
and students. For example, Echeverria et al. [31] designed four
visualizations, each related to one modality (speech, arousal,
positioning, and logged actions), but did not fuse these into
a single interface to facilitate reflection. This was attempted
by Ochoa et al. [32], who visualized logs of students’ activity
around a tabletop. Multimodal data included logged actions,
verbal participation, gaze direction, and emotional traits. Initial
teacher feedback was positive, but the prototype was not
evaluated in authentic contexts with students. Preliminary
work by Vujović et al. [33] investigated how to compress
arousal and noise information during meetings, but this was
for interpretation by educational researchers, not teachers or
students. In short, the current interpretation challenges found
in many student–facing LA interfaces, in general, are even
more profound for the case of MMLA innovations which
commonly deal with complex, heterogeneous data streams.
There is a small but growing interest in creating MMLA
interfaces for nondata experts [31]. The work presented in
the next sections addresses the lack of guidance for students
to interpret and reflect upon their own multimodal data in the
context of nursing simulation.

III. LEARNING TASK DESIGN

Healthcare simulation is a pedagogical approach that uses a
constructivist learning model to provide students with oppor-
tunities to experience teamwork and patient situations without
compromising the care of real patients [34]. Simulations often
start with a description of learning goals, followed by the
simulation itself, concluding with a debrief aimed at provoking
students’ reflection on performance and errors made. Although

making errors in simulations can provoke negative feelings in
some students, current studies suggest that addressing errors
constructively can aid learning [35]. Although video–based
products to support this reflection exist, they are commonly
impractical for class use, resulting in students rarely using
such evidence to inform reflection [36].

Various simulations are conducted as part of the curricula of
the undergraduate Nursing program of the University of Tech-
nology Sydney. Simulation classrooms are equipped with 5–6
beds with a patient manikin on each. Students are commonly
organized in teams of 4–5 members, to look after a patient each
in a hypothetical scenario. The two studies (Studies 1 and 2)
discussed in this paper focused on two simulations (Sims 1
and 2) conducted in regular classes of the course Integrated
Nursing Practice in 2019 (semesters 1 and 2 respectively). The
next subsections describe the learning goals of each simulation
and the multimodal data that was collected.

A. Sim 1—Surgery Recovery

Sim 1 was run in 4 classes by the same teacher (the course
coordinator). A total of 19 students in their third year (all
females, one team in each class) volunteered to participate in
the study and for their data to be recorded. The goal of the
sim was to provide care to a patient after abdominal surgery.
Students in each team played the roles of team leader, regis-
tered nurses (RN1, RN2), scribe (RN3), and the patient (not
tracked, see Fig. 1). According to the assessment criteria set by
the teacher, a highly effective team should have performed the
following 5 actions: i) assess vital signs every 10 minutes; ii)
check fluids, suction secretions, perform head tilt/chin, or add
oxygen therapy after the patient presents breathing obstruction;
iii) administer fentanyl within 10 minutes after the patient
complains of abdominal pain; iv) administer a second bolus
of fentanyl after the patient complains of severe abdominal
pain; and v) administer ondansetron within 10 minutes after
the patient experiences nausea.

B. Sim 2—Allergic Reaction

Sim 2 was run in 5 classes taught by 3 teachers (including
the same course coordinator). A total of 25 students in their
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third year (21 females and 4 males) volunteered to participate.
The aim of this simulation was to help nurses learn how to
react when a patient is having an allergic reaction to some
medication. Similar roles to those in Sim 1 were allocated
to members of each team. These assessment criteria imply
that a highly effective team should complete 6 specific ac-
tions throughout the simulation: i) perform an initial set of
vital signs measurements, after the teacher reads the initial
handover; ii) administer the intravenous (IV) antibiotics; iii)
perform another set of vital signs measurements after the
patient complains of chest tightness; iv) stop the IV antibiotic
after the patient reacts with chest tightness; v) perform an
electrocardiogram (ECG) after the patient complains of chest
tightness; and (vi) call the doctor after stopping the IV
antibiotic.

C. Data Collection

Students’ physiological data was captured through (Empat-
ica e4) wristbands. These record electrodermal activity (EDA)
at 4 Hz. Some student actions, such as vital signs assessment,
were detected by the mid–fidelity manikin (Laerdal Nursing
Anne). Other actions performed by each student (e.g., stopping
IV antibiotic, writing on charts, and calling the doctor) were
manually logged by an observer (a researcher in studies re-
ported in this paper), but it could also be a student using a web
application, or a high–fidelity patient manikin not available
in all the classrooms of the hosting university. Data streams
were synchronized and down sampled at 1 Hz. Although
additional data from each student was captured, such as indoor
positioning, wrist acceleration and blood volume, only action
logs, and physiological data were used in the studies reported
in this paper, as requested by the teacher. All sessions were
video recorded.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

This section describes the modelling techniques applied to
map from low–level action logs and physiological data to data
stories.

Fig. 2. Application of the Multimodal Matrix modelling technique on the
data of one team member. (A) Multimodal observations, (B) Segments, (C)
Dimensions of group activity, and (D) Stanza

A. Multimodal Data Modelling

The first step in crafting data stories was to convert the
data into a meaningful multimodal data structure. For this, we
used the Multimodal Matrix (MM) described by Echeverria

et al. [31]. Fig. 2 shows a simplified representation of the
modeling performed on the data of one student. The MM
is a (m–by–n) data structure in which each data modality
m is coded into n columns of the matrix which are called
multimodal observations. For example, Fig. 2A shows the
critical actions (e.g., vital signs assessment and administer
IV antibiotic) and physiological arousal of one team member
represented as columns in the matrix. Segments (m rows) are
the smallest units of meaning considered for analysis and
contain instances of group behaviors. For time series data, such
as physiological data, each row can represent a time window
(e.g., one second in our studies) of the team activity (Fig.
2B). This way, the content of each cell becomes an indicator
of a particular aspect of a team member. In our study, we
represented the absence (missing actions and slow responses)
or presence of certain actions (errors) as binary flags (1, 0).
To register the effective observations into the matrix two steps
are needed:

• The recorded EDA, was passed through the EDA Ex-
plorer [37] algorithm to detect peaks in the whole dataset.
A peak is a sudden change in EDA for a student, non
baseline–based [38].

• The count of arousal (skin conductance) peaks per role
detected by an increase of 0.03 µs was registered in each
row of the MM per second.

For instance, the highlighted row B in Fig. 2 indicates that
at the time 05:02 the action “IV antibiotic administered” was
performed (see the number 1 in the column) and that 2 EDA
peaks were detected in that time. That way, each data point is
provided with meaning from the contextual data.

Columns can be conceptually grouped into dimensions of
group activity (Fig. 2C). In our study, the actions performed by
nurses are mostly associated to the epistemic dimension, and
the physiological data with the affective dimension. The course
coordinator was primarily interested in these dimensions but
other aspects of collaboration (such as social and physical)
have been investigated in other work [31]. Finally, segments
can be grouped into stanzas to represent meaningful associ-
ations (Fig. 2D). In our study, the critical actions performed
by the patient (such as experiencing pain or nausea) served
to group the segments into stanzas in which students were
expected to perform certain actions. Although the MM can be
useful for mapping from multimodal data to more meaningful
information, this structure cannot be directly transformed into
data stories without further assessment of the data.

B. Automated Assessment of Data

Once the MM has been coded into meaningful discrete
data, the next step is assessing such data according to the
pedagogical intentions of the teacher. This corresponds to
what feedback teachers would normally provide to students
on comparing the intended with actual student behavior [2].
Automated feedback can be provided through rule–based
algorithms derived from teacher’s intentions or the assessment
criteria. For this particular study, the learning intentions were
extracted primarily based on the learning task design described
in Sections III-A and III-B for simulations 1 and 2 respectively.
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For instance, the nursing coordinator wanted to assess i)
whether students performed the intended actions after the
patient complained of specific symptoms, and ii) for students
to reflect on how they experience arousal during the simu-
lation. In this case, the coordinator set the requirement that
“the patient’s vital signs should be checked at least every
10 minutes”. A simple rule can be defined to assess the
completion of this task by checking the timestamp difference
of two logged vital sign assessment actions. If the timestamp
difference is longer than 10 minutes, the system can detect
that the team has made an error.

The next section describes how the DS principles presented
in Section II-A were operationalized to map from outcomes
of the rule–based assessment to data stories.

C. Crafting the Data Stories

The last modeling step is the visual representation of the
data story. Based on the rules described above, two storytelling
prototypes were created. Following principle DS2 (selection
of an appropriate chart type), both prototypes were based on
a minimalistic visualization technique (DS3: strip out excess
detail), namely, a timeline of actions by each nurse within a
team during the simulation (captured by the manikin and the
observer, presented as annotated blue circles on each nurse’s
line of actions—see Fig. 3). Actions performed by the patient
(such as asking for help or complaining of severe pain) are
represented by red vertical lines, which also divide the dataset
into stanzas. Since line charts effectively show changes over
time [11], this visualization without any visual enhancement
was used as the background in both prototypes. For both
prototypes, a user interface was generated to allow students
to navigate through one data story at a time. Data stories
were accessible via a set of buttons located at the bottom of
the interface which add visual and narrative elements to the
timeline of actions (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 3. Example timeline of actions for a team of two nurses, which served
as the background of both prototypes.

Following principle DS1, each story focused on a very
specific learning/reflection goal.

Prototype 1 presented six different stories, toggled by the
six buttons in the dock. The first five stories presented the
assessment of the critical actions that nurses were intended to
perform in Sim 1 (i–v in Section III-A, an example focused
on action iii shown Fig. 5).

Prototype 2 presented five different stories. The first four
stories corresponded to the intended critical actions in sim
2 (i–iv in Section III-B, a story focused on action i shown
in Fig. 6). The sixth story of each prototype showed all the

Fig. 4. Rules used to highlight visual elements in example 1 and 4 in Fig. 5
and 6.

arousal events detected per role (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 7). A
sample interface exposing the rule–based algorithms driving
each story was shown to the students along with the prototype
(see Fig. 9).

Fig. 4 presents two exemplar rules used to create the data
stories shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. Endorsing
principle DS4, selected elements of the visualization were
emphasized by adding enhancements such as: a) icons (see
Fig. 5–8, b) arrows , and c) enclosing areas; changing color,
contrast, or thickness (also see elements marked as A, B, and
C); and d) annotating salient data points, or e) adding titles
that summarize the take–away message.

For example, in Fig. 5 an if–then–else rule (Rule 1 in
Fig. 4) was applied to assess the presence and timing of a
critical action in a certain stanza of the logged activity. The
algorithm adds visual elements to the visualization, including:
(a) orange icons to highlight the relevant data points; (c) a
colored enclosure area to emphasize the stanza where the error
was detected; (d) an annotation where the error occurred: “The
patient needed pain relief in less than 10 minutes”; and (e) a
prescriptive title : “The team correctly administered fentanyl
but 18 min late”.

In Fig. 8 a more sophisticated switch algorithm (rule 2 in
Fig. 4) assesses the ratio of arousal peaks for each nurse in
each stanza and compares it to the highest ratio of arousal
peaks experienced by a single student that we have detected
in all of our nursing simulation studies (5 peaks/minute). This
maximum ratio is divided into quintiles of equal size which
are used to categorize the arousal experienced by a nurse (as
very low, low, mild, high, or very high) in any given stanza.
Only the last three categories are shown in the interface to
provoke discussion on high levels of arousal.

V. STUDY AND ANALYSIS

The qualitative studies presented in this paper used a
retrospective reflection technique [39] to investigate the op-
portunities and challenges of the DS prototypes, which were
presented for the first time to the nursing students that are part
of these studies.
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Fig. 5. Data story example 1. Prototype 1 showing a story on an error made in terms of time responsiveness.

Fig. 6. Data story example 2. Prototype 2 showing a story on an error made in terms of actions omission.

Fig. 7. Data story example 3. Prototype 1 showing a story on arousal with all relevant detected peaks
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Fig. 8. Data story example 4. Prototype 2 showing a story on arousal showing annotations only.

Fig. 9. Prototype 2 opening the algorithm used to enhance the timeline of events.

A. Research Questions

Both studies were conducted using LATEP (Learning Ana-
lytics Translucence Elicitation Process), an elicitation protocol
for understanding how nondata experts envisage the use of
LA systems [40]. Based on this, our studies investigated the
following four research questions with a specific focus upon
the student perspective:

1) Can students recognize any added value of interacting
with multimodal data stories based on their own data?
If so, how can this support their reflections?

2) What are the anticipated potential uses of DS tools?
3) What is the perceived potential impact on students’

accountability in using data stories for their learning?

Inspired by the growing interest in explainable Artificial
Intelligence (AI) [41] to support transparency and improve
trust in systems, we also sought to understand: (4) What are

the potential implications of exposing the algorithms used to
create data stories to students using multimodal data?

B. Participants

We invited the 44 students who were recorded while enact-
ing sim 1 and 2 to participate in optional team reflection ses-
sions a week after each simulation. These were co–organized
with their teachers as an optional extra activity at the end of
the class time. A total of 16 out of the 19 female students in
study 1 volunteered to participate in the post hoc reflections
(aged 19–53 years, mean=27, std=10), and 23 out of the 25
students in study 2 (21 females and 2 males, aged 20–45 years,
mean=23.5, std=5.4). Each of the 4 teams in study 1 (T1–T4)
and study 2 (T5–T9) had from 2 to 5 students attending this
reflection. All sessions were conducted in a meeting room next
to the students’ regular classroom.
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C. Reflection Protocol

The reflections were conducted as a 30–minute focus group,
which consisted of reflection sessions with students (S1–5)
from each team (T1–9). This study design reflects the standard
approach used in this class–based scenario, in which it is
normal to conduct a clinical debrief after team simulations.
The sessions were structured as follows:

1) Pretest on procedural knowledge. Before the group
reflection, students were asked to individually list all the
nursing actions that should have been performed at specific
times during their simulation. A blank version of the timeline
(Fig. 3), showing only the actions of the patient, was provided
on paper for them to annotate (aim 1).

2) Think-aloud team reflection. i) In teams students were
asked to think aloud while jointly inspecting the timeline
(without data stories) of their own team (e.g., Fig. 3). ii) Next,
teams were asked to explore the enhanced timelines mocked up
as interactive screens (e.g., Fig. 6), in any order they wished.
Then, they were asked about their views on these versions (aim
1) as follows: a) Did the data stories add value to the timeline
(without stories)? and b) how do you think your performance
was based on the data stories?

3) Usage and accountability. Students were asked about
usage and accountability opportunities and concerns (aims 2,
3), as follows: i) how can the system be used in or outside the
classroom? and ii) who should be able to see the interface, for
which purpose and in what form?

4) Explainability. Students were asked to review the inter-
face that exposes the algorithm (Fig. 9). Students were asked if
they understood the rules used to craft the stories and whether
they would like to see these rules in the interface (aim 4).

5) Posttest on procedural knowledge and student percep-
tions survey. Finally, students were asked to go back to
the paper version of the timeline annotated in step 1, and
correct/add/remove any actions they wished (aim 1), using
red ink on the paper. A survey questionnaire was provided
to the students to elicit their individual perceptions about the
prototypes. The prototypes were presented to students using
a 21–inch Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) display, connected
to a laptop running macOS 10.14 with a wireless mouse for
students to explore the stories.

D. Analysis

Tasks 1 and 5: Mean number of errors in the pre and
posttests of procedural knowledge were calculated, per team
and per study, as a measure to validate if students corrected
some of the procedural misconceptions they had.

Tasks 3–4: Reflection sessions were audio-recorded, fully
transcribed, and coded using NVivo. Two researchers were
present in each session. We examined participants’ statements
and their actions exploring the prototypes. Following best
practices of qualitative research ([42] p. 13), and given the
direct alignment between the study protocol and the analysis
themes, statements of interest were jointly coded [43] by two
researchers according to the preset themes of the study proto-
col: a) added value of the data stories to support reflection; b)
anticipated usage strategies; c) accountability and privacy; and

d) explainability. Resulting coded statements were examined
by authors who had several discussions to select instances that
illustrate opportunities and concerns of the approach to create
MMLA interfaces that communicate insights.

VI. RESULTS

This section presents the results of the analysis organized
around the four research questions presented above. The
emerging topics are quantified based on the mentions of each
topic per team (not per individual).

A. Added Value of the Data Stories

Compared to the test before exploring the data stories, in the
posttest, all teams showed a decrease in the number of errors
(defined as omitted actions and slow responses according to
the learning design). Students made an average of 3.6 errors
(Study 1, out of 5 actions) and 2.3 errors (Study 2, out of 6 ac-
tions), before inspecting the data stories, reduced to 2.6 and 1.8
errors respectively, after the reflection activity. This suggests
that the reflection activity helped them to identify the errors
they had not correctly identified. It is possible, however, that
any activity that engaged them in reconstructing a week–old
simulation might have helped refresh their understanding, so
deeper insights are needed to claim that the data stories were
adding specific value.

During the think-aloud protocol, students explained in detail
their perspectives on how the data stories offered guidance for
them to interpret the timeline.

Students in all nine teams appreciated the guidance offered
by each data story to be able to focus on the expected learning
goals. For example, a student explained: “[the data stories]
divide the screen into sections [critical incidents of patient].
These sections looked like the same thing in [the timeline of
actions without enhancements]. It does not highlight the things
that needed to be done and the timeframes” (T2, S2).

Other students more explicitly explained the value of re-
flecting through the data stories, because they were able to
clearly see the mistakes made during the sim for example:
“[data stories] highlight what you did not do [right]” (T8,
S4); and “[the data stories] show both what we did and what
we were meant to do” (T8, S4).

Some DS elements and their usefulness were emphasized
by students during their reflections. For example, two teams
mentioned that enclosing, colored regions helped them to
understand the expected timeframe in which they were meant
to perform certain actions, and five teams agreed that the
annotations informed them about how they could act upon
the information: “It is not just that we were late but we were
late by that much time, so we can precisely see what we have
to improve, and what we have done well. [The data stories]
make a big difference” (T1, S2).

Students also commented on the designs of the prototypes
(V1, shown in Fig. 7 and V2, Fig. 8) and commented on how
the design decisions impacted the interpretability. Three out
of the five teams in Study 2 found that V2 was less complex
than V1. Students explained their preference in terms of the
simplicity of V2 to more quickly digest the arousal data,
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compared to looking at every arousal peak in V1. One student
explained: “We just want a quick snapshot to see how [our
arousal] was. That is really interesting to see in [V2]” (T6,
S5). Another student compared both prototypes and explained:
“I tried for a long time to understand [V1]. I do not know
how to understand this, but this other one [V2] is pretty
straightforward” (T9, S5).

Students in the other 2 teams suggested that both views
could be combined. A student explained that “because, the
dots [in V1] can be more specific” (T8, S2) students could
first view V2 and then see the V1 details on demand. Another
student suggested a third option, as follows: “You can combine
both [V1 and V2], using short and long lines to show arousal
peaks” (T9, S4).

Overall, students appreciated the benefits of augmenting
the timeline of actions with annotations and visual elements
that explained the errors they made, or the extent to which
they experienced arousal during the reflection. Additionally,
a survey was performed at the end of the interview to elicit
students’ perceptions of the added value of each layer, the
results of which are described in Fig. 10. The survey results
support the students’ interview comments. In the next section,
we report more in detail how students used the data stories to
reflect on the simulation, and anticipated usage strategies.

B. Anticipated Usage Strategies

This subsection is divided into three parts, presenting antici-
pated usage opportunities of the data stories regarding i) errors
made, ii) arousal, and iii) the storytelling tool as a whole.

1) Use of the tool for reflection on errors. Students in 7 of
the 9 teams considered that the data stories on errors provided
them with the opportunity to improve their clinical practice.
For example, one student stated that the data stories “showed
[them] what [they] did well and what [they] should have
done to improve” (T3, S4). Some students mentioned that
each data story helped the team to focus on improvements
to be made. This was stated by one student as follows:
“[the data stories] help us to reflect on practical ways to
improve and work as a team” (T3, S5). They expressed that
seeing their actual performance, with errors highlighted, made
them think about specific skills and knowledge they need
to master. One student said: “[the data stories] highlighted
areas where I need to strengthen my clinical thinking” (T2,
S4). Another student more specifically listed the kind of skills
she had to strengthen as a result of her reflections: “[the data
stories] showed me that I need more knowledge about PAC
[post anaesthetic care] nursing, I need more knowledge about
gaining trust in postoperative, hypertension etc.” (T2, S2).

Students suggested some strategies for making use of the
storytelling tool. For example, some of the students’ reflections
were quite individualized, suggesting potential uses of the tool
to support individual reflection or reflection on particular roles
(3 teams). For example, one student reflected as follows: “I
can use the timeline to see when and what action I did during
the whole simulation, and it is very useful and helpful for me
to reflect and analyze my work” (T7, S2). In contrast, students
in 7 teams suggested that the tool should be used to provoke

group reflection, for instance: “The timeline helps the group
to recall what we did because sometimes we may forget about
the details or the sequences of our own actions” (T7, S3).

Reflections about collaborative skills and teamwork were
shared by students while looking at both their own errors and
those made by others in their team. For example, students
mentioned that they could see the “importance of teamwork
in clinical scenarios” (T3, S1), “identify collaborative work
as a team” (T2, S4), that they needed to find “ways to improve
and work as a team” (T3, S5) and work on improving their
“critical thinking” (T2, S4).

2) Use of the tool for reflection on arousal. Students in
5 teams who exhibited very high arousal reflected on what
they were doing at those points in the simulation actions.
For example, one student explained: “I was writing notes.
Everyone else was talking and I was writing notes” (T4, S2),
or “[my very high arousal] was more like during the airway”
(T4, S4). Another explained that not knowing which actions to
perform during the simulation, made them feel under stress: “I
was nervous because I didn’t know what to do in the situation.
I tried my best to do it, but when I gave the handover [to the
Doctor] and he did not accept it, I got more nervous. I had
to come back and do it again” (T3, S1).

Seven students associated their arousal peaks with their
roles. For instance, a team leaders who displayed very high
arousal peaks explained that this was due to their engagement
with the team and the responsibility with the patient. For
example, the team leader in T6 explained this as follows: “I
wanted to make sure I was doing the right thing for the patient.
I had to constantly remind myself and the team members about
the actions that had to be performed”. Similarly, the team
leader in T8 stated: “I am very calm under pressure. I think
I started mildly aroused because I thought: I am the team
leader! I was chilled then because I knew what was going
on and I was very confident with what was happening” (S1).
Another team leader reported: “At first, I felt a bit of stress.
Then, I did not feel panic or anything like that, but I was just
more concentrated on the task than before” (T9, S4).

Students who performed the scribe role had mixed percep-
tions about their high and low arousal. One scribe who ex-
hibited a higher arousal mentioned that she was very engaged
with the simulation: “I think I was trying to work out how we
should deal with the situation. I got excited about that” (T6,
S5). Another scribe who exhibited a lower arousal explained
she was disengaged due to the irrelevant duties for her role:
“I am only the observer. I am not the nurse” (T9, S4).

Interestingly, students in 3 teams pointed out that external
factors such as tiredness, fatigue, or sickness might have af-
fected their arousal during simulations. One student explained
this as follows: “It was just later in the day, and you are tired,
and want to go home” (T3, S4). Another pair of students
reflection on their arousal peaks reported that one felt very
nervous as she had “injured herself” (T9, S3), while the other
“was sick” (T3, S1).

In addition, students from 3 teams suggested that wearing
external devices and being recorded could cause bias in
arousal peaks. One student who exhibited higher arousal levels
expressed how she felt during the recordings and data collec-
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Fig. 10. Survey results of students’ individual perceptions of the added value of the layered visualization: with no layer, timeline without enhancements (Fig.
3); mistakes or slow responses and things that team did well (Fig. 5–6); arousal peaks (Fig. 7– 8); and rule explanations presented to students of sim 2 (Fig.
9).

tion: “I felt a bit stressed because [the group] was getting
filmed” (T7, S1). Similarly, one student in T8 mentioned that
being recorded to some extent could cause spikes in arousal
readings: “As soon as anyone puts anything on me, like I
am going to check your heart rate, I am like, no! So, my
heart rate goes up in a way” (S1). Nevertheless, the other 6
teams mentioned specifically that they felt comfortable using
the devices, and felt that they behaved normally during the
simulation.

3) Other uses of the tool in the classroom. In 6 teams,
students described the value of the visualizations during the
usual teacher–led debriefs. For example, a student envisaged
how the tutor could help them to go through the data stories
to reflect on further medical conditions and procedures as
follows, which is not possible at present for logistical reasons:
“The tutor can actually explain things, if you have something
to go off. Usually we do our sim and then we forget about it
and never look at it again, or they [tutors] would not know
what we have done anyway, because they are not watching
each person” (T7, S3).

Additionally, students in 5 teams mentioned the possibility
of using the tool for the assessment of their performance and
the actions they are intended to perform when enacting certain
roles. However, most students (in 6 teams) preferred the tool
to be used to enhance the provision of feedback (formative
assessment) as opposed to perform automated summative
assessments. Surprisingly, none of the students argued against
the incompleteness of those summative assessments. However,
they were mostly worried about the additional pressure this
would put on them, as stated by one student as follows: “I
feel like an assessment would be so stressful” (T6, S2).

To summarize, this section has illustrated students’ broadly
positive responses to the prototypes, and the different ways
in which they envisaged their use. Students agreed that the
tool would be very useful to enhance the debriefs with their
teachers, which are currently performed without using any
evidence, relying only on what teachers can see while dividing
their attention between 5–6 teams.

C. Accountability and Privacy

Discussions about reflecting on the data stories and the
mediating role of teachers was a matter of concern for some
students. Students in six teams mentioned that debriefs guided
by the data stories could provide a better team discussion, even
without the teacher, and that they were willing to compare their
performance with other teams (6 out of 9 teams) and “see
what each group member did” (T3, S3). However, students
in these teams agreed that this social comparison should be
led by the tutor: “Do not just give it to the student, get the
tutor to sit down with the group and talk it through” (T3, S3).
Students were asked to explain their views about sharing their
data with other students, tutors, or teams. Students in all teams
agreed that it would be fine to share their timeline with other
students, especially “If it helps [other groups]” (T3, S2) to
reflect on their mistakes. One student (S4) added: “If it is a
great mistake, I want to share it with others” (T9).

However, some concerns about anonymity were also raised
in 2 teams who thought that the timeline should only expose
activities performed by specific roles, without disclosing the
names of the students. One of the students emphasized: “you
[researchers] do not have to put our [team members] names
on it” (T5, S1). Only one student suggested that their data
should not be shown to other students. However, her rationale
was that other students would find it boring to explore other
team’ timelines “because it does not relate to what they have
done. They cannot learn from it. I have to learn from what I
have actually done” (T1, S1).

Surprisingly, none of the students raised concerns about
sharing their arousal traces (even when asked specifically
about their perceptions about data sharing), which we attribute
to them feeling comfortable in the classroom as an academic
space. As mentioned by (S4): “the lab is a safe environment
for humans” (T9) and they knew their data would be used
only for learning purposes.

D. Explainability of the Rules

When students (only the 5 teams of Sim 2) were exposed to
the rules used to craft the data stories, most students mentioned
feeling confused, and hesitated to respond (e.g., “You mean
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all those boxes? I am a bit confused”, T9, S5). Students in
three teams requested further explanations, for example: “If
you [interviewer] do not explain it, how long would it take to
understand this stuff?” (T9, S4). Other students judged that the
rules needed some basic coding skills to be fully understood
(e.g., “If you do not know coding, it is hard to understand”,
T9, S4). Some students however, demonstrated that they could
understand them, “translating” one rule: “If time is less than
five minutes, the box would be blue. Otherwise, it’s going to
be orange because it is going to be like a mistake” (T6, S1).

When students were asked to comment on the added value
of seeing the rules they had contrasting views. Two students
from teams 6 and 8 asked to include the rules into the timeline.
One of them suggested alternatives to present them, such as
adding extra explanations in the existing stories on–demand:
“Can’t you [researchers] just incorporate the rules into each
[story] instead of doing it in an extra interface” (T8, S1).
However, another student (team 7) argued that by inspecting
the rules, students could potentially solve emerging questions
about their mistakes while exploring the timeline. The student
argued that if she makes any mistake she will: “ask a question
about why? Why is that wrong? Like it is [data stories]
feedback or whatever it is called, it should be constructive”
(T8, S1). The rest of the students (in teams 5 and 9) mentioned
they would not find the rules useful and that they would not
try to change the rules (“I would like to keep [the parameters]
like that” T9, S1). Two students stated that teachers would be
in a better position to “understand the parameters” (T5, S2)
and that they would also need “basic [concepts of] coding”
(T8, S1) to change them. Interestingly, in the survey (see
Fig. 10) students rated the explanations in the rules layer as
mostly useful (10 students) and very useful (5 students.) It is
possible that they either misinterpreted what this question was
asking about, or were more honest in the interviews than in
the survey.

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this section we summarize the key findings, share our
critical reflections connecting to the broader literature, and
note the limitations of the studies.

A. Storytelling for Learning Analytics

Until this study, the nursing simulation activity timelines
we have been developing had been evaluated positively by
academics/tutors, but not students. This paper’s results show
that the enhancements using DS principles helped students
identify misconceptions, think about strategies to address
errors they made, and reflect on the arousal levels they may
have experienced during the simulations. Students from the
nine nursing teams identified errors that they had missed
prior to engaging with these enhanced designs, and reported,
through both interviews and a survey, that overall, the DS
enhancements assisted them in focusing their attention on the
expected learning goals (Section VI-A). This evidence sup-
ports the proposal that DS principles can be designed to assist
in communicating insights found in learning data, helping to

address problems with visual LA products documented by
other researchers [6], [9], [44].

Although the studies presented in this paper were conducted
in the context of complex, multimodal learning situations,
there is no reason why a storytelling approach could not be
implemented to aid in the interpretation of more conventional
LA visualizations supporting noncollocated teamwork. Guid-
ing students while interpreting their data is a feature that is
missing in most of the current LA dashboards (as per the
most recent review in [9]). This paper illustrated the specific
case of making evidence on errors and arousal available to
computational analysis and scaffolding the interpretation of
such data meaningfully.

Hence, our contribution should be seen as one instance of
the extensive work that needs to be conducted on guiding
students in interpreting their data, by aligning the visual
representations with the learning goals and teacher’s pedagog-
ical intentions. The literature suggests that future work could
involve extracting insights about other high-order features of
learning besides errors and arousal, for instance, learning
strategies (e.g., [9]), progress in achieving certain goals (e.g.,
[45]), or effectiveness of collaboration (e.g., [46]).

Moreover, while much has been said in the LA community
about the need to align LA with the learning design, far
less design work, or empirical work, has demonstrated the
visual means to make this alignment explicit in the design
of student–facing interfaces (see recent review in [47]). This
paper contributes to addressing these gaps, expanding the
work initiated by Echeverria et al. [27] who validated a
DS approach, driven by the learning design, with educators
under controlled conditions. This paper extends this work
by implementing two DS solutions with real students, in-
the-wild. The careful alignment of data stories created from
the analysis of students’ data, with the learning intentions
of the activity, offers rich opportunities to support students
and to identify potential changes needed in the learning
designs. Future work should explore these opportunities in
other educational contexts. Additionally, more experimental
studies could be conducted to identify which specific elements
of the LA interface drive students’ visual attention (e.g., such
as the study using eye–trackers conducted by Echeverria et al.
[27]).

B. Limitations and Remaining Challenges
The evidence reported here should be considered in the

context of the limitations of the studies. While the clinical
simulations were authentic to how nurses are trained, the
participants were from nine teams performing two particular
exercises. It is possible that other students could have given
different reactions, and that the design approach documented
here may not transfer to other kinds of simulation exercises
which require the tracking of student activity that is too
complex to automate.

To realize the goal of fully automated, timely, intelligible
feedback on collocated teamwork, a number of challenges
remain, and motivate several avenues of future work.

Firstly, the data stories provide a prescriptive way to com-
municate insights from data. In doing so, the risk of over
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interpretation is evident. Students did not explicitly mention
potential issues related to bias in our prototypes. However,
students could have questioned how their arousal levels were
determined or whether the errors made were correctly detected.
To mitigate this risk, in our studies each data story was
carefully aligned to the teacher’s learning intentions. Yet,
further research should investigate the impact of differences
in the way the data is modeled and how stories are pre-
sented. This involves, for example, investigating the impact of
modeling arousal data using alternative heuristics to convert
peaks into categories or presenting the insights using different
combinations of text narrative and visual enhancements.

The most questioned feature in the designs was the exposure
of the semiformal “pseudocode” if–then rules. The nursing
students, who rarely have programming skills, found these
difficult to interpret. In line with the growing interest in
explainable AI solutions [41], this points to the need to find
ways to communicate to nontechnical people how a particular
insight was obtained from the data to encourage transparency
and trust in LA systems. Based on the assumption that greater
transparency encourages adoption, we argue that explainability
can be considered at two levels: (1) explainability in the way
feedback is communicated, for example, explainable visual
analytics providing a clear narrative that explains what went
well or wrong during a simulation experience, and why;
and (2) explainability at the level of feedback generation,
this is, how the machine picked a story. Current work in
explainable AI tends to focus predominantly on the latter, as
a way to provide transparency in automated decisions made
by the machine [48], however, in education, this is an area
that still needs work, since the interactions between students
and automated processes can be operationalized into learning
opportunities (e.g., for students and teachers to understand
the reasons behind the feedback that has been generated).
For example, Echeverria et al. [27] present an approach for
explaining student data to drive teachers’ interpretations of
visual LA.

From a modelling perspective, we would like to empha-
size that the expectations from educators are context and
task–dependent, which means they will change depending on
the simulation. Consequently, the design presented in Section
IV might not be applicable to easily identify errors or to
interpret arousal levels in new contexts.

The application of DS is in its infancy and more exploratory
work is needed before conducting longitudinal studies. Besides
this, the DS approach fit well in the learning context of this
study, where simulations occur in a short period of time and in
a complex, special learning space. We chose not to artificially
change the learning design of the activity for the purpose of
research. Instead, we valued in-the-wild exploration of DS (in
an authentic classroom setting). This study is thus focused
on this kind of authentic experience. This leaves open for
future work, a possibility for longitudinally focused research
to understand the sustained use of DS and narrative tools in
LA dashboards and reports.

Finally, from an engineering perspective, we note two areas
for improvement. Sensor data is susceptible to noise, and
further work needs to investigate the implications of false

positives or negatives in the automated assessment of data,
and strategies to mitigate these. Secondly, while the evidence
from these design prototypes builds our confidence that they
effectively provoke students’ reflections, and the DS tech-
niques have been designed from the start to be automatable,
the generation of data stories from multimodal data is not
yet fully automated. The timeline of actions is automated
and can be shown to students instantly after they complete
the classroom task, but the integration of data captured from
different modalities still requires some human intervention
(e.g., running algorithms separately to model the data and
semiautomatically crafting the stories). This is a challenge
that forms an important part of the wider research agenda in
MMLA research. [29].

VIII. CONCLUSION

Inspired by the way teachers provide feedback to students,
and how humans communicate through stories, the prototypes
described in this paper are aimed at telling “one educational
data story at a time” (Section IV-C). As mentioned in the
literature review, it is naı̈ve to expect that students will be
able to interpret data and make them actionable without further
assistance. DS can be a promising approach to facilitate such
assistance and to augment teacher–led reflection. This paper
presented two qualitative studies conducted in authentic nurs-
ing simulation classrooms with the purpose of communicating
insights to students through data stories. Given the limitations
of current visual analytics, we anticipate that approaches such
as DS will grow in importance to help students make the most
of the new forms of feedback that are becoming possible.
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